Abstract: In this paper, we define the term Mathematical Sculpture, a task somehow complex. Also, we present a classification of mathematical sculptures as exhaustive and complete as possible. Our idea consists in establishing general groups for different branches of Mathematics, subdividing these groups according to the main mathematical concepts used in the sculpture design.
Introduction
There are several studies on the so-called Mathematical Sculpture, a concept that we will try to define in the next section.
These studies deal with specific aspects, such as the mathematical study of the works of a particular sculptor or the analysis of specific types of mathematical sculptures. Also, there are general studies. However, as far as we know, there is no work in the scientific literature providing a systematic analysis of the connections between mathematics and sculpture.
Neither is there any study that offers a complete and exhaustive classification of mathematical sculpture. The scarcity and lack of research on this artistic topic led us to choose it as the main topic of the doctoral thesis developed by Ricardo Zalaya, assistant lecturer at the Polytechnic University of Valencia, tutored by Javier Barrallo, professor at the University of the Basque Country, Spain.
In this paper we propose a classification for mathematical sculpture, based on the results of our research in the last years, and on the comments and observations provided by other experts on the topic. This approach was presented at the Alhambra isama-bridges 2003 Meeting [12] . 
The Concept of Mathematical Sculpture
Before any attempt to classify the sculptures, we have to define the type of sculpture that we are trying to classify -the so-called Mathematical Sculpture. We propose the following definition: Definition 1. A Mathematical Sculpture is a sculpture that has mathematics as an essential element of conception, design, development or execution.
In order to include a given artistic work in the set of sculptures that satisfy the definition, some mathematical concept or property must be significantly essential. In this definition we include from the simplest mathematical concept to the most complex mathematical concept (for instance, it may be trivial elementary geometry or sophisticated non-euclidean geometry). The definition is very general and covers a wide spectrum of possibilities, as one can understand by looking at the different artistic works analyzed here.
As an example, we present two sculptures based on the same concept -ruled surfaces, that is, surfaces that can be described as the set of points swept by a moving straight line in space. However, the complexity of both sculptures is Figure 4 is very complex. The latter sculpture is an extension of the concept of ruled surface, allowing the movement of any curve for the surface generation. It has been made by one of the most complete mathematical sculptors, Charles O. Perry [9, 10] .
The mathematical sculptures included in our classification may use concepts related to many branches of mathematics: geometry, differential calculus or vector calculus, algebra, topology, logic, etc. An interesting example is the group of sculptures πr 2 a, made by Javier Carvajal (see [5] , where the Spanish expert Eliseo Borrás summarizes his research on the mathematics used in the design of these Javier Carvajal's works). An element of this group is the sculpture presented in Figure 5 . Another work by Javier Carvajal, from his series Solomon Columns, is presented in Figure 6 . This example illustrates the difficulty of delimiting the concept of mathematical sculpture and whether a particular work may be considered as a mathematical sculpture. Note that some sculptures explicitly show their mathematical nature; an example of that could be a polyhedron; however, in other works, the concepts are present in an implicit or hidden way, such as in the example of the series Solominic Columns.
To design the sculptures of the series Solominic Columns, the sculptor began by sectioning cylinders in order to obtain some initial objects. Each section is an ellipse and its position is characterized by the angle θ formed by the ellipse's major axis and the central axis of the cylinder (Figure 7 , left). The plane determined by these two axes is the main plane of the section (Figure 7 , blue plane on the left). Two different sections determine a module for the sculptures ( Figure 7 , center and right).
In addition to the respective angles, θ 1 and θ 2 , the relative position of two sections is determined by φ, the angle formed by the two main planes, and by c, the distance between the centers of the ellipses. If c is large enough to prevent the intersection of the ellipses, the module is a "slic" (Figure 7, right) . Otherwise, the two modules obtained are "segments" (Figure 7 , center).
Each module, obtained using this procedure, is characterized by a 4-uple (θ 1 , θ 2 , φ, c), where 0
• , and c depends of the cylinder size. There is an infinite number of different possible modules.
It is possible to place one module beside another module with equal or different radius, rotating the modules by an angle α, and using direct or opposite orientations. Javier Carvajal used that idea to create pieces for his sculptures. Examples are ovoids, spheres, pumpkins, Solominic columns, torus, cones and swirling blades, etc. The translations and rotations of the modules generate shapes that frequently are similar to the geometrical figures found in nature. But not all shapes touch our senses in the same way. Some objects are more attractive than others and correspond to different numerical rhythms. In some works, the sculptor uses "polygonal spirals"; in another type of sculptures he uses "multipolygonal spirals" (Figure 8 ). Since the main goal of this paper is the classification of mathematical sculpture, we don't use the standard mathematical notation. That is replaced by images and photos of sculptures and by grids and drafts used in their conception.
The use of the computer by many sculptors has allowed the development and evolution of mathematical sculpture. The computer has allowed the precise realization of very sophisticated sculptures. An example of this can be seen in Figure 9 (left), a sculpture by Bathsheba Grossman. Another example is a virtual piece made by the expert in computer science, Javier Barrallo, one of the authors of this paper. That is a case in which interdisciplinarity leads to interesting virtual experiences, such as this virtual sculpture from Barrallo's series Hypersculpture. Javier Barrallo uses parametric programming for the artistic design and fractal theory concepts for the work with textures [2, 3] . 
Educational purpose of classifying mathematical sculpture
A classification of mathematical sculpture provides a more systematic approach to this field, facilitating its incorporation in secondary or higher education. Courses devoted to connections between mathematics and arts already exist, being included in the contents of artistic and technical syllabi, such as in architecture.
We believe that, without a classification, courses devoted to mathematical sculpture lack structure, focusing only on the enumeration of a number of works or authors, based on particular studies. Examples of studies devoted to a particular sculptor can be consulted in [4, 9] (analyzis of the works of John Robinson and Charles O. Perry, respectively). Other examples can be found in [6, 7] , written by the mathematical sculptor George Hart, about two particular types of his sculpture.
Other approaches for the classification of mathematical sculpture
The only approach to classify mathematical sculpture we know is based on the materials used, since they give the works varied geometrical properties. However, this typology does not permit to include all types of sculptures. The usual materials are the following:
-Wood. This material is used to emphasize curved surfaces ( Figure 10 , left). Due to its lightness, wood permits to create pieces that would otherwise be unstable (Figure 10 , right). -Stone. This material also emphasizes curved surfaces. As a result of the high weight, the works cannot be very complex. A good case is the sculpture by Nathaniel Friedman, shown in Figure 13 . Nathaniel Friedman's works, made of stone, are examples of works difficult to classify as mathematical sculptures. The type of typology that we propose is based on mathematical properties. Our first approach was presented in 2003 (July), dividing the artistic works according to mathematical properties or concepts, or by combinations of both. The types considered were the following: As can be noted, some of the groups of this classification cover a wide range of sculptures. For example, "the classic and polyhedral geometry" group includes works with different properties. However, other groups included in this taxonomy, for example the "minimal surfaces" group, are more restricted.
A proposal for a classification of mathematical sculpture
Our first approach has been improved and we will present our final proposal in this section. This new classification is based on the different branches of mathematics. The limits between the different groups are not very strict, which is not surprising since the same thing happens regarding the limits of the different branches of mathematics. Our final proposal is the following: In some cases, the inclusion of a particular work in one of the groups may be difficult. A clear example of that difficulty is the sculpture by Bathsheba Grossman, shown in Figure 14 . That work embraces several topics such as surfaces, topological knots, symmetry, etc. We will classify each particular case by attributing it a dominating characteristic that "dominates" its conception.
That standard approach is explained in detail in [12] . It is important to note that the numbers of sculptures in each group have different magnitudes. There are groups with large sculpturesque potential, containing a large number of works. Some examples of that are the group type "Minimal or zero-mean curved surfaces" (an example is shown in Figure 15 ), and the group type "Nonorientable surfaces" (an example is shown in Figure 16 ). 
General description and examples
In this section, we present a general description of the different groups mentioned in our classification, giving some examples to illustrate their main characteristics.
Geometrical sculpture
Geometrical sculpture is the widest group in the classification. That happens due to the intrinsic relation between plastic arts, specially sculpture, and geometry. Geometrical sculpture includes most of the mathematical sculpture.
To check that fact, it is enough to look at the examples previously exposed, almost all examples included in this category - There are examples of sculptures for almost all possible types of solids, from the simplest ones like cubes, spheres, cones, cylinders, prisms, etc., to the most complex, like irregular polyhedrons or surfaces defined by highly complex mathematical equations. In addition, in some works, the most relevant element is not a particular type of solid or a combination of solids, but some property or properties.
Geometrical sculpture includes from simple shapes (an example is shown in Figure 17 ), to much more complex pieces (an example is shown in Figure 18 ). Geometrical sculpture is a type of mathematical sculpture with a lot of tradition, specially in the 20th century. At the beginning of the century, cubist movement produced some works that can be included in this group. With respect to its origins, it is possible to look at [13] , reference with analysis of important artistic trends and movements of the last century. Some artists, fans of abstract movements, minimal and conceptual movements, etc., made use of geometry.
Polyhedral sculpture is the first subcategory of Geometrical sculpture. First, we analyze the well-known platonic solids. These solids are some of the figures more widely used by mathematical sculptors and by other artists due to their beauty and simplicity. Although their description is well-known, it is worth mentioning some characteristics of these regular solids. A convex polyhedron is regular if all its faces are equal regular polygons and the same number of faces meet at every vertex. There are only five regular polyhedra, known as platonic (after the Greek philosopher Plato) or cosmic. These five solids are the following: tetrahedron (4 faces); hexahedron or cube (6 faces); octahedron (8 faces); icosahedron (20 faces) and dodecahedron (12 faces).
Like the platonic solids, the truncated polyhedrons Curved mathematical surfaces is the second subcategory of Geometrical sculpture. This subcategory has been subdivided into a few non-excluding types. For example, a surface widely used in both art and architecture is the hyperbolic paraboloid, also called saddle, which is simultaneously a quadric and a ruled surface. The further subcategories are the following.
Quadrics and surfaces of revolution: Quadrics are surfaces defined by a second degree polynomial equation (here, in three variables). Non-degenerated quadrics are: spheres, cones, cylinders, ellipsoids, hyperboloids (one or two sheets) and paraboloids (elliptic and hyperbolic). An example is shown in Figure 20 . Ruled surfaces: Ruled surfaces are described as the set of points swept by a moving straight line in space. These surfaces have also inspired many artists and architects. An example is shown in Figure 22 . Nonorientable surfaces: A surface is orientable if a two-dimensional figure cannot be moved around the surface and back to where it started so that it looks like its own mirror image. Otherwise, the surface is nonorientable. The simplest nonorientable surface is the Möebius strip, one of the first objects of that kind that appeared in sculpture. A pioneer in mathematical sculpture, Max Bill, extensively used Möebius strips, obtaining very beautiful works, like the work shown in Figure 23 (see [8] , an analysis of Max Bill's works, by Tom Marar). Another mathematical sculptor, Brent Collins, has developed many different models of nonorientable surfaces. One of his works can be seen in Figure 16 . Also, the Japanese sculptor Keizo Ushio has based some of his works on the Möebius strip, or extensions of that concept, creating very simple, though splendid sculptures. Figure 24 shows a transformation of the double Möebius strip. That piece clearly illustrates the non-orientability of the surface. 
classification of mathematical sculpture
Other surfaces: This subcategory includes those surfaces that do not belong to any of the other types mentioned above. In this group, we have from sculptures with geometric objects as simple as planes, to others that can acquire very complex shapes or that combine different types of surfaces. Figure 26 shows a photo of a Richard Serra's exhibition. His works present simple geometrical shapes, planes, ellipses, truncated cones, etc. One of his most famous works, Snake, shown in the figure, is based on a third degree polynomial equation. This subcategory also includes those surfaces given by equations not considered in the other groups. For example, transcendent equations such as trigonometric equations, exponential equations, etc.
Sculpture with algebraic concepts
This category comprises sculptures that make use of some algebraic concept. These works can also adopt geometric shapes like the sculptures of the first category. However, the algebraic properties that characterize them are so determinant for their conception, that we include them in this group. Symmetry: One of the mathematical concepts with more occurrences in art is symmetry. Figure 27 illustrates a work by Robert Longhurst, showing symmetry with respect to the planes whose angles are multiple of sixty degrees. Boolean sculpture: In other works, operations with shapes are carried out, using some algebraic structure as, for example, boolean algebra. An example is the work by Bruce Beasley, already shown in Figure 11 . The possible results of boolean operations are "true" or "false". This algebra applied to sculpture is used to describe how two solids relate, forming a new volume or emptiness. All logical operations are used: union, intersection, inversion, complement, and exclusion. Figure 29 (left and right) presents two crosses by Eduardo Chillida. The first one (left) can be interpreted as the complementary of the second (right), that is, its "negative". 
Sculpture with varied mathematical concepts
Although we develop and improve our classification, it is very difficult to include all the mathematical sculptures in the proposed categories. Because of that, we have established this last category. For example, the piece illustrated in Figure 31 , by the sculptor Ken Herrick, has very little to do with those we have shown previously throughout the article. Other interesting examples are some of Helaman Ferguson's sculptures, like the one shown in Figure 33 . Although it is a nonorientable surface, we also highlight the texture, whose design required computer help. It is the Hilbert curve, a continuous fractal space-filling curve, first described by the German mathematician David Hilbert in 1891. In addition, Figure 34 shows a cube divided into two complementary fractal parts. We observe that, if we ignore Pauli's exclusion principle, when joining again the two parts, we obtain the original cube. We must mention the possibilities for mathematical sculpture that can be open by the use of non-euclidean, elliptic and hyperbolic geometries. The sculptures motivated by these geometries should be included in this last category. We believe that the use of this type of geometries will occur more often in mathematical sculpture, as it happened in painting, especially after M. C. Escher legacy. An interesting example is shown in Figure 35 . 
Conclusions
-Mathematics relates to sculpture. Moreover, mathematics relates to most artistic manifestations.
-The breakthroughs in mathematics that have taken place in the 20th century have made possible the development of a new type of mathematical art.
-Mathematical sculpture has reached a remarkable status at present. To this has contributed, in addition to the recent advances in mathematics, the development of computer science.
-We believe that mathematical sculpture will expand. This is due to the causes mentioned above, as well as the growing interest of artists and public.
-Courses on mathematics and art, either at secondary level or at the university level, should be encouraged.
-Possibly, the proposed classification can be improved. Other concepts and different mathematical properties may be introduced.
